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Effects of Authoritative Guidance Availability & Audit Committee effectiveness on Auditors’


Special Audit- Problems & Suggestions by Radhakrishna Sreepada. Consolidated Commercial Digest, Nov. 15, 2003, pp. 3-5.


Business process outsourcing (BPO) & globalisation by Om Prakash. Chartered Secretary, Dec. 2003, pp. 1869-70.

Cancun debacle, Emerging Economic situation & India’s WTO strategy by Ravinder Goel. Chartered Secretary, Dec. 2003, pp. 1865-68.


India’s best Banks by Anupama Raghunathan etc.


European Corporate group structures & Financing: The impact of European court decisions &


Stock option compensation & Earnings Management Incentives by Terry Baker etc. Journal of Accounting, Auditing & Finance, Fall 2003, pp.557-582.


Can we have a uniform tax code by T.C.A. Ramanujam. CTR, Vol.185, 2003, pp.13-16.


